Analytical Thesis Templates

In general, an analytical paper breaks down an issue, text, or an idea into its component parts in order to find a deeper meaning or discover an underlying purpose. In other words, when writing an analysis, you are attempting to explain how something is put together in a certain way to achieve a specific goal. Although there are many different kinds of analysis papers that might require different things, here are a few templates that will help you start drafting a basic analytical thesis of your own:

1) **Through its use of** (literary element), (literary element), and (literary element), *(text’s name)* **reveals how** *(theme of text)*.

   **Example:** Through its use of symbolism, alliteration, and allusion, “The Raven” reveals how obsessive memory can unhinge the mind.

2) *(Text’s name)*’s combined **focus on** (literary element), (literary element), and (literary element) **presents a** *(adjective)* **social commentary on** *(social theme)*.

   **Example:** Mona Lisa Smile’s combined focus on color contrast, symbolism, and carefully planned shot angles presents a significant social commentary on the dangers of female commodification.

3) *(Text’s name)* **exposes** *(theme)* **through its thoughtful integration of** (literary element), (literary element), and (literary element).

   **Example:** Dracula exposes the negative impacts of colonization through its thoughtful integration of imagery, symbolism, and emotional appeal.